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Heisenberg-limited interferometry and photolithography with nonlinear four-wave mixing
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Maximally entangled photonic states of a two-mode field have applications in Heisenberg-limit interferom-
etry and in photolithography where they may be used to transfer images with resolutions exceeding the
Rayleigh diffraction limit. In a recent paper by one of us@C. C. Gerry, Phys. Rev. A61, 043811~2000!# it was
shown that a nonlinear four-wave mixer could produce the requisite states for input states containing only even
photon numbers. For superpositions of even number states the output is just a superposition of maximally
entangled even states. In the present paper we extend the earlier work to consider both even coherent states and
squeezed vacuum states as inputs and study their applications to interferometry and lithography.
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Currently there is much interest in the generation of
so-called maximally entangled states~MES! of a two-mode
quantized electromagnetic field. For a total ofn photons in a
two-mode field, with the modes labeleda and b, the MES
have the generic form

1

&
~ un&au0&b1eiqu0&aun&b). ~1!

These states are of interest because of at least two pos
practical applications: they would allow optical interferom
etry to be performed at the Heisenberg limit of phase unc
tainty @1#, DwH51/n, the greatest level of sensitivity a
lowed by quantum theory @2#, and would enable
interferometric photolithography beyond the Rayleigh d
fraction limit @3#. However the prospect of generating th
required states of Eq.~1! is nontrivial. In a recent paper@4#,
one of the present authors proposed a method involving
use of a nonlinear four-wave mixer~NFWM!, a device pre-
viously discussed by Yurke and Stoler@5#. The interaction
involves the usual four-wave mixing term competing with
Kerr-like term. In @5# it was shown that under certain ope
ating conditions the device would act as an even-odd fi
with respect to photon number. But in@4# it was shown that
under different operating conditions it could produce t
MES of the form of Eq.~1! as long asn were even. It turns
out that through the introduction of the Schwinger realizat
of the angular momentum operators in terms of two sets
Bose operators, the interaction involved has the same m
ematical form as the nonlinear spin interaction discussed
Mølmer and Sørensen@6# for generating MES for the inter
nal states of a system of N two-level hot trapped ions
scheme which has since been realized experimentally@7#.
For the greatest sensitivity in interferometryn should be as
large as possible but the required input number statesun&,
especially for highn, are generally not available. Thus in@4#
a superposition of even number states, in fact the even
herent~Schrödinger cat! states, states that could be obtain
from another NFWM operated as described in@5#, were stud-
ied and shown to reach the Heisenberg limit in terms of
average photon numbern̄ of the even coherent state, i.e
Dw51/n̄. In the present paper we reexamine the NFW
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device for the input even coherent states, extending our c
siderations to the case of the squeezed vacuum as i
states, and then apply our output states to interferometry
quantum photolithography.

In Fig. 1, we illustrate our prototype for interferometr
measurements with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer~MZI !
device except where the first beam splitter has been repla
by an NFWM. Assuming the two modes are degenerate
frequency, the Hamiltonian of the NFWM is given by

H5\v~a†a1b†b!1\
V

4
~a†b1ab†!2. ~2!

Upon expansion we have

H5\v~a†a1b†b!1\
V

4
~a†2b21a2b†212a†ab†b

1a†a1b†b!. ~3!

The first two interaction terms are the usual four-wave m
ing interactions, the third a cross-Kerr interaction, and
last two terms give rise to a frequency shift for the tw
modes. Henceforth we shall work in the interaction pictu
where the Hamiltonian becomes

H IP5\
V

4
~a†b1ab†!2. ~4!

FIG. 1. Modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer where the fi
beam splitter has been replaced by a nonlinear four-wave m
operating under the conditions required to produce maximally
tangled states for an even input stateuC&. Detection is performed
only on the outputb mode.
©2002 The American Physical Society22-1
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The connection to a nonlinear spin interaction arises thro
introducing the Schwinger operators@8#

J15~a†b1ab†!/2,

J25~a†b2ab†!/2i ,

J35~a†a2b†b!/2 ~5!

satisfying the angular momentum algebra@Ji ,Jj #5 i« i jkJk ,
such that Eq.~4! may be written asH IP5\VJ1

2.
For the input stateu2m&au0&b , m50,1,2, . . . , where we

have taken the number states in thea mode to be even, and
for the interaction timeTMES5p/2V, we obtain@4#

u2m&MES5exp~2 iH IPTMES/\!u2m&au0&b

5
1

&
~ u2m&au0&b1e2F2mu0&au2m&b), ~6!

whereF2m5(2m11)p/2. We let the phase-shift operatio
in the upper arm of the MZI of Fig. 1 be represented by
operatorU(w)5exp(iwa†a) and we let the beam splitter~as-
sumed 50:50! be represented byUBS5exp@ip(a†b1ab†)/4#
5exp(ipJ1/2) @9#. The latter operator represents a particu
choice of internal phases of the beam splitter, chosen
convenience, the final results for the phase uncertainty b
independent of these internal phases. Thus the output o
MZI is

uout&MZI5UBSU~w!u2m&MES

5UBS

1

&
~e2imwu2m&nu0&b1e2 iF2mu0&au2m&b).

~7!

In a typical MZI experiment involving only passive bea
splitters, one generally measures the difference in the ph
numbers in the output beams of the second beam spl
essentially the expectation value of the operatorJ3 of Eq. ~4!
@10#. But for the states of Eq.~6! we have^J3&50. To cir-
cumvent this problem, Bollingeret al. @1# suggested measur
ing the parity operator of one of the output modes. Choos
the b mode, this operator may be written as

O5~21!b†b5exp@ ip~J02J3!#, ~8!

whereJ05(a†a1b†b)/2 is the total number of photons i
both modes.J0 commutes with all the angular momentu
operators of Eq.~4!. Detecting the observableO is equivalent
to measuring the number of photonsnb emerging in theb
mode and assigning the measurement the value (21)nb. This
in turn is equivalent to measuring all the moments of
number operatorb†b. For the state of Eq.~6! we have

^O&5MZI^outuexp@ ip~J02J3!#uout&MZI

5~21!mcos~2mw1F2m!, ~9!

where we have used the results
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exp~2 ipJ1/2!J3exp~ ipJ1/2!5J2 ,

exp~ ipJ2!un&au l &b5~21!nu l &aun&b . ~10!

The phase uncertainty is then given by

Dw5DOY U]^O&
]w U, ~11!

where, since O251, DO5A12^O&25sin(2mw1F2m).
From this it easily follows thatDw51/(2m), exactly the
Heisenberg limit.

We now consider as input to the NFWM the more gene
state consisting of a superposition of only the even num
photon states which we write as

uc&5 (
m50

`

C2mu2m&a , ~12!

and for which the average photon number is

n̄5 (
m50

`

~2m!uC2mu2.

The output of the NFWM is now

uout&NFWM5 (
m50

`

C2mu2m&MES

5
1

&
(

m50

`

C2m@ u2m&au0&b1e2 iF2mu0&au2m&b],

~13!

and the expectation value of the operatorO is then

^O&5 (
m50

`

uC2mu2~21!mcos~2mw1F2m!. ~14!

We consider as inputs two kinds of even number pho
states as mentioned above: the even coherent states an
squeezed vacuum states. For the former, the state is den
uz&ECS and the coefficients are@11#

C2m5@cosh~ uzu!#21/2
zm

A~2m!!
. ~15!

The average photon number isn̄ECS5uzu tanh(uzu). Recall that
the photon number probability distribution is similar to th
of the Poisson distribution but with the important differen
that all the odd number states have zero probabilities.
peak of the distribution is nearn̄ECS. The parameterz is
complex and 0<uzu,`. The even coherent state may b
written as a superposition of the usual coherent states a

uz&ECS5
1

&
~11e22uau2!~ ua&1u2a&), z5a2, ~16!

which is a form of Schro¨dinger cat state@12#. Note that it
satisfies the eigenvalue relationa2uz&MES5zuz&MES. The out-
put state in this case may be written as
2-2
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HEISENBERG-LIMITED INTERFEROMETRY AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 033822
uout&NFWM5
1

&
~ uz&ECS,au0&b2 i u0&au2z&ECS,b), ~17!

an entanglement of vacuum and even coherent states.
For the squeezed vacuum state@13#, which we denote in

the customary way asuj&SV, the coefficients are

C2m5~coshr !21/2~21!m
A~2m!!

2mm!
~eiu tanhr !m, ~18!

where j5eiu tanhr, 0<u,2p, 0<r ,`, r being the
squeeze parameter. The average photon number for this
is n̄SV5sinh2 r. The corresponding photon number probab
ity distribution is similar to that of thermal light except tha
again, all odd states are missing and, of course, the sque
vacuum states are pure. In this case we have

uout&NFWM5
1

&
~ uj&SV,au0&b2 i u0&au2j&SV,b). ~19!

As it turns out, there exist closed form expressions for^O&
for each of these states. For the even coherent states

^O&52sinh~ uz&cosw)sin~ uzusinw!/coshuzu, ~20a!

and for the squeezed vacuum states

^O&5sin~L/2!/„11sinh2~2r !sin2~w!…1/4,

L5tan21S 2sinh2 r sin~2w!

112 sinh2 r sin2 w D . ~20b!

Notice that the results depend on the phasew @14#. For a
balanced MZIw50. Under this condition it is easy to sho
that Dw51/n̄, n̄ being eithern̄ECS or n̄SV. Thus for a bal-
anced interferometer we obtain sensitivities at the Heis
berg limit in terms of the average photon number of the in
even state. This procedure of using an even coherent sta
an input, a state that is perhaps a challenge to generate
own right, makes it possible to approach the Heisenberg l
of sensitivity without the need for generating an even nu
ber state for the input to the NFWM. But if the MZI is no
balanced, i.e., ifwÞ0, the phase uncertainty will general
deviate from the Heisenberg limit but may still be improv
over the corresponding standard quantum limit.

In Figs. 2 and 3 we plot the phase uncertainty ver
average photon number for the input even coherent s
Figure 2~a! is for w5p/45 while Fig. 2~b! is for w5p/18.
The exact Heisenberg-limit curveDwH51/n̄ is also shown.
Aside from the periodic spikes the phase uncertain
closely follow the Heisenberg-limit curve, at least for sm
w. By way of comparison, the sensitivity obtained from
standard MZI with a coherent state of average photon n
ber n̄ at one of the inputs, isDw51/(1/An̄ sinw) which ob-
viously has the greatest sensitivity forw5p/2, i.e., for an
MZI having a phase difference ofp/2 between the arms. O
course, with the insertion of ap/2 phase shifter it is possibl
to effectively rebalance the interferometer. In any case th
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optimal level of sensitivity available with ‘‘classical’’ light, is
the standard quantum limit~SQL!, DwSQL51/An̄. We in-
clude the SQL phase uncertainty in our figures for the sak
comparison. We notice that in Fig. 2, even whenw is large
enough to cause significant deviations from the Heisenb
limit, the phase uncertainty is still lower than the standa
quantum limit.

But for the squeezed vacuum input the situation is diff
ent. Forw only slightly different than zero, there are signifi
cant deviations from the Heisenberg limit as we show in F
3 for w5p/90. It is evident that the phase uncertainty in th
case becomes markedly noisy as the average photon nu
increases, even exceeding that of the standard quantum l
The difference in the results obtained for these two types
input states lies in the nature of the respective photon pr
ability distributions. For the even coherent states, ev
though all odd number states are missing, the photon num

FIG. 2. Phase uncertaintyDw versus average photon numbern̄
for the input even coherent states~solid line! for the phase differ-
ence~a! w5p/45 and~b! w5p/18. The dashed lines represent th
Heisenberg limit 1/n̄ while the dot-dashed lines represent the sta
dard quantum limit 1/An̄.
2-3
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CHRISTROPER C. GERRY AND ADIL BENMOUSSA PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 033822
distribution is peaked near the average photon numbern̄ECS.
For the squeezed vacuum the distribution is thermal-like
for increasing n̄SV becomes extremely flat. This in tur
means that a wide range of number states are contributin
the expectation value of the operatorO. Clearly it is not
enough just to have a superposition of even number st
but rather there needs to be a least some degree of loca
tion in the photon number distribution. Ideally it appears th
the distribution should be sub-Poissonian. Recall that for
input even number state~a number state being the ultima
sub-Poissonian state! the phase uncertainty is exactly th
Heisenberg limit with no dependence on the phasew. But as
is well known, the squeezed vacuum states are su
Poissonian, just the opposite of the ideal input states.

Finally, we consider applications of these states to pho
lithography. Diffraction effects in the masking approach
optical lithography with classical light limit the resolution o
transferred images to the Rayleigh diffraction limit ofl/4, l
being the optical wavelength. Botoet al. @3# showed that it is
possible to breach this limit when maximally entangled lig
say, for n photons, interfere on the surface of a substr
capable of absorbingN photons. A ‘‘proof of principle’’ ex-
perimental demonstration has recently been given@15#. In
the present paper, we assume that our substrate absorbs
at some even photon numberN52M , M51,2,3̄ . We ig-
nore the material issues of creating appropriate substra
but see@3#. We restrict ourselves to the consideration of o
dimensional lithography as in Ref.@3#. Our proposed litho-
graphic procedure is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4. H
the relative phase shiftf between the two beams isf5kx
where x is the lateral distance along the substrate andk
52p/l is the wave number. The state of the light beams j
prior to the substrate is thus

uc&5
1

&
(

m50

`

C2m@e2imfu2m&au0&b1e2 iF2mu0&au2m&b].

~21!

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for the input squeezed vacuum s
and only forw5p/90.
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On the surface of the substrate the field operator for
interfering beams ise5a1b. The deposition rate for 2M
photon absorption is defined@3# as D2M ,g5^cud2Muc&
whered2M5e†2Me2M/(2M )! is the dosing operator. Missing
from this discussion, and also from that of Botoet al. @3#, is
any consideration of the cross sections for 2M photon ab-
sorption. We ignore them here as their likely effect is
decrease the overall deposition rate while our main intere
the breaching of the Rayleigh diffraction limit. Suppose f
the moment that we have a state with allC2m50 except for
C2M51. In this case, the deposition function is~assuming
the light incident on the substrate at the grazing limit!

D2M ,g5@11cos~2Mf1F2M !#. ~22!

The spatial oscillation of this function indicates a resoluti
of Dx5l/8M , a reduction by the photon number 2M below
the Rayleigh limitl/4. For the more general state of E
~20!, again assuming a substrate absorbing only 2M photons,
we obtain

D2M ,g5uC2Mu2@11cos~2Mf1F2M !#

1 (
m5M11

`

uC2mu2S 2m
2M D . ~23!

Note that states for whichm,M make no contribution and
that those for whichm.M contribute to a constant term, th
background.

This background term is a problem. It is independent
the phasef and thus gives a uniform background exposu
to the substrate. To illustrate how the presence of the ba
ground term effects this application of the squeezed and e
coherent states, we show closed-form results that can be
tained from these states. In the case of two-photon abs
tion (M51), for the even coherent states we obtain

D2,g5
uzu2

2!
@11sin~2f!/Acosh~ uzu!#. ~24!

In fact, for these states it is easy to obtain the general re
for a 2M -photon absorbing substrate

D2M ,g5
uzu2M

~2M !!
@11sin~2Mf!/Acosh~ uzu!#. ~25!

For the case of the squeezed vacuum we obtain the t
photon deposition function

es

FIG. 4. Using the nonlinear four-wave mixer for photolithogr
phy. Heref52px/l wherex represents the lateral position acro
the substrate. The substrate is assumed to absorb an even numN
of photons.
2-4
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HEISENBERG-LIMITED INTERFEROMETRY AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 033822
D2,g5
1

2
sinh2 r F11

3

2
sinh2 r 2

sin~2f!

cosh3 r G . ~26!

~For N photon absorption withN52M.2, closed-form ex-
pressions for the deposition functions are more difficult
obtain in the case of the squeezed vacuum inputs than fo
even coherent states and we do not pursue them.! We may
characterize these results with the visibilityV defined in the
usual way so that for the even coherent stateVECS

51/Acosh(uzu) and for the squeezed vacuum stateVSV
51/cosh3 r. Obviously for high-field strengths, the visibili
ties approach zero. Thus photolithography with either e
coherent states or squeezed vacuum states will necessar
restricted to weak beams.

The root of the problem, as mentioned above, is the p
ence of the background term in Eq.~23!. As the field strength
is increased, this term becomes very large, essentially w
ing out the effects of the first term. The effect of the bac
ground term may be minimized by resorting to weak fie
but that in turn also decreases the overall deposition rate
circumvent the problem one might prepare a trunca
single-mode field state containing only a finite number
even photon states such that theC2m50 for m.M . In the
case of anN52M -photon-absorbing substrate the bac
ground term in Eq.~23! vanishes. Pegg, Phillips, and Barne
@16# have described a method for creating arbitrary traveli
wave optical states of the formc0u0&1c1u1& by a procedure
called the optical truncation of a state by projection synthe
~‘‘quantum scissors’’!. Villas-Boaset al. @17# have extended
the procedure to create states of the formc0u0&1c1u1&
1c2u2&1¯1cNuN&. One could presumably truncate a
even coherent state. Daknaet al. @18# have discussed a pro
cedure for generating arbitrary states of a single-m
traveling-wave field. Thus by these procedures an appro
ate quantum state containing only even number states c
n

P.

r,
J.

. A
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be created, which can subsequently be converted into su
positions of MES by the NFWM device. The techniqu
could even be used to generate even number states that
subsequently be converted into MES by a NFWM.

In conclusion, we have studied the generation of super
sitions of maximally entangled two-mode photonic states
a nonlinear four-wave mixer and their application to interfe
ometry and photolithography. Even numbered photon sta
are required for the NFWM device so we consider as inp
even coherent states and the squeezed vacuum states
have found that for the purpose of interferometry, as inp
the even coherent states are superior to the squeezed va
states in that the former are useful over a wide range of ph
differences whereas for the latter the phase uncertainty
comes degraded even for small values of the phase di
ence. However, it must be said that generating the even
herent states is a nontrivial task. But as pointed out in@4# and
@5#, a NFWM operating under a different condition than r
quired to generate the MES, coupled with state reduct
techniques, could be used to generate such states. A nu
of other techniques for generating the even coherent st
have been discussed in the literature@12#. The general prob-
lem with generating the even coherent states is that s
form of nonunitary process, such as state reduction, mus
involved. Thus it will be difficult to produce such states co
tinuously. The squeezed vacuum states on the other hand
easily be generated through the process of degenerate
metric down conversion. In low doses, required to minim
the background, these states may be useful for photolith
raphy. We have shown that truncated states can be use
circumvent this difficulty.

This research is supported by NSF Grant No. PH
403350001, a grant from the Research Corporation, an
grant from PSC-CUNY.
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